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the representation of information and rational inference,

sents a new Renaissance man or woman. The panel then

embracing common interests in algorithms, cognition, intel-

goes on to list a large number of positions these individuals

ligence, language, models, proof, and verification. Computer

could fill—far more than the “you could teach or do re-

Scientists need to be able to reflect critically and philosophi-

search” offerings of the past.

cally about these, as they push forward into novel domains.”

Not as wide-open is the number of slots for candidates at

Not only are the expanded horizons of AI considered rele-

the university. The catalog advises that only four places are

vant, but also are the new ethical considerations around pri-

filled per year for the degree. Kind of exclusive.

vacy and intellectual property.
The balance of the two disciplines changes through the

If you have doubts about the combining of these two acade-

ence and reasoning in the first year. First-year students con-

mic fields, Professor Millican, along with three others, has

centrate on computer science (50%), logic (25%), and phi-

created a fascinating website (www.PhiloComp.net) that

losophy (25%). The computer courses for freshmen include

deals with a number of major issues surrounding human

Functional Programming, Imperative Programming, Algo-

consciousness and knowing compared to machine knowing,

rithms, Discrete Mathematics, and Probability. The philoso-

learning, and possible consciousness. Just an irrelevant note:

phy first-year courses include General Philosophy, Elements

The PhiloComp website and some of its linked sources (the

of Deductive Logic, and a “bridging course on Alan Turing’s

online Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) are pretty ugly as

work on Computability and Intelligence.” Actually, a non-

websites. Apparently, aesthetics isn’t one of the branches of

matriculating passer-by can get an in-class experience of the

philosophy attracting much attention among the syllabus

program on iTunes and YouTube. It happens that the profes-

creators.

sor overseeing the program, Peter Millican, who was a lec-

Nevertheless, the PhiloComp website has dozens of inter-

turer in computer science and philosophy at the University

esting topics presented in manageable presentations. For in-

of Leeds for 20 years, has made the first general philosophy

stance, under the AI dropdown menu, there’s the question,

lectures available for free at iTunes U. Just download the

“Can Computers Think?” The discussion you’re taken to

app, and you can sit in on the lectures, view the slides, and

compares two classical arguments on the subject—Alan

download transcripts in PDF format. The general philoso-

Turing’s test of machine intelligence from 1950 and John

phy course series is an abbreviated historical overview of

Searle’s Chinese Room Thought Argument presented in a

philosophy and the major personalities from Aristotle to

1980 article in Behavioral and Brain Sciences. After reading

John Locke. You can preview or subscribe at https://itunes.

through the two arguments, you’re offered a free copy of the

apple.com/us/itunes-u/general-philosophy/id381701319. Or

educational chatterbot Elizabeth—an amusing example of a

check the 32 videos on YouTube (search for “General Philos-

natural language processing program that will discuss al-

ophy Oxford” on www.YouTube.com).

most anything with you for hours on end.

A degree in philosophy hasn’t always been the most wide-
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years in the program. There’s an emphasis on computer sci-

In the short section on “Philosophical Issues in Robot

open career pathway to take. In the past, the opportunities

Design” (under the Home tab), philosopher Maggie Boden

for philosophy grads could be contained on a short list on a

considers a number of problems with artificial life. For ex-

single page in the vocation guidebooks. This isn’t Oxford’s

ample, she suggests, “Any robot that reasons about what it

position, however. On the online catalog page, the career ex-

can and cannot do will have to employ some relevant con-

pectations are described as wide-open: “It would be hard to

cepts, including perhaps a concept of self (especially if it is

find a better degree programme from the point of view of

to interact and communicate with other robots.” But then,

employability.” And the University backs up this claim with

what’s the best way to design a durable and universal lan-

the opinion of the External Advisory Panel of the Depart-

guage for robots? Would that involve the listening robot to

ment of Computer Science, a group made up of employers.

be aware of the cognitive state of the speaker or just the lan-

The panel says, “We believe that the degree is likely to pro-

guage? Humans do both. Will (or should) robots be able to

duce high-value graduates who combine technical and ana-

learn from experience, and should a robot be “designed to

lytical skills with rhetorical and literary skills. These are just

act within ethical limits [that] require some ethical decision

the kind of people that industry, and we believe society gen-

procedure, specific enough to yield practical results”? It’s an

erally, wants.” The graduate with a CompPhil degree repre-

interesting syllabus. SF
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